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a. Mass flux correction for MERRA energy divergences4

Mass consistency is a crucial prerequisite for energy budget evaluations. The basic idea5

behind mass flux correction is to calculate the difference between the field of instantaneous6

vertically integrated mass flux divergence from the analyzed state (〈MDIV〉, which is implicitly7

used for computation of energy divergences) and an indirect estimate of this field (employing8

the analyzed mass tendency, MTEND, and precipitation minus evaporation, P-E). The indirect9

estimate represents a much smoother and more realistic estimate of the mass flux divergence.10

This difference is then used to adjust the directly calculated energy divergence. According to11

Mayer and Haimberger (2012), the corrected (superscript c) field of the divergence of latent12

heat transport (LEDIV) is given by13

LEDIVc = LEDIV− L̂E · (〈MDIV〉+ P-E+MTEND), (1)

where L̂E denotes the vertically averaged latent energy of the column. Using MERRA14

fields stored at the NASA GES DISC and the phase transition energy of vaporization L, eq.15

1 reads as follows:16

LEDIVc = -DQVDT DYN−
L · TQV · (DQVDT ANA+DQVDT PHY-DMDT ANA)

MASS
. (2)

Fields used in eq. 2 are monthly mean vertical integrals of water vapor tendency from17

dynamics (DQVDT DYN), analyzed specific humidity (TQV), analysis increments for wa-18

ter vapor tendency (DQVDT ANA), water vapor tendency from physics (DQVDT PHY),19

analysis increments for mass tendency (DMDT ANA) and atmospheric mass (MASS). The20
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MERRA file specification document with a detailed description of all archived fields is lo-21

cated at http://disc.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/mdisc/documentation. The error introduced by using22

monthly averages instead of fields with full time resolution in eq. 2 is negligible.23

b. Impact of splitting climatologies24

Temporal inhomogeneities existing in all employed reanalyses can mask some of the25

signals in the tropical strip. The effect of inhomogeneities has been reduced by splitting26

climatologies into three periods. Here we show the effect of splitting the background clima-27

tologies. For ERA-I, discontinuities were detected by a simple algorithm, which minimizes28

the RMS value of anomalous moisture analysis increments in the tropical strip by varying29

the temporal fragmentation of the background climatologies (the lower the RMS value, the30

higher the degree of temporal homogeneity of the field) for a given amount of breakpoints.31

For MERRA and CFSR, we use the major breakpoints detected in Trenberth et al. (2011).32

Longitude-time Hovmöller plots of tropical (20◦N-20◦S) LEDIV anomalies from ERA-I,33

MERRA and CFSR are presented in Figs. 1, 2 and 3. Plots in the left column (1a, 2a, 3a)34

employ one background climatology, while the respective plots in the right column use three35

split background climatologies. Note the large artifacts, e.g. around 80◦W in Fig. 1a, which36

are effectively removed when splitting the climatologies at the largest discontinuities.37

c. Mean annual cycle of tropical energy divergence38

The mean annual cycle of tropical average (20◦N-20◦S) TEDIV (a), LEDIV (b) and39

DSEDIV (c) as well as tropical average standard deviations of the respective fields (d) are40
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presented in Fig. 4. As already described in the main text, strongest total energy export41

occurs in January and highest variability of tropical energy divergences occurs during DJF,42

indicating the high variability associated with ENSO.43

d. Variability among composited events44

In section 3d of the main text we present composites of several energy budget-relevant45

fields for three strong El Niño events (1982/83, 1991/92, 1997/98). In Fig. 5 LEDIV anomaly46

series from ERA-I are shown for the five strongest warm events (1982/83, 1986/87, 1991/92,47

1997/98, 2009/10) to give an impression of the variability among these events. The 1991/9248

El Niño is preceded by a much longer central Pacific warming state than the other events49

and it is not directly succeeded by a La Niña event (which is the case for the others). Fig. 5b50

shows the double peak of the 1986/87 event. However, the composite of the five warm events51

shows the West-East propagation of ENSO-related anomalies as discussed in the main text.52

The structures at positive lags are more significant than those at negative lags, reflecting53

the well-known tendency of warm events to be directly succeeded by cold events.54
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Fig. 1. Smoothed monthly anomalies of tropical LEDIV from ERA-I, using one background
climatology 1979-2011 (a), using three background climatologies 1979-1991, 1992-2002, 2003-
2011 (b).
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Fig. 2. Smoothed monthly anomalies of tropical LEDIV from MERRA, using one back-
ground climatology 1979-2011 (a), using three background climatologies 1979-1998, 1999-
2002, 2003-2011 (b).
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Fig. 3. Smoothed monthly anomalies of tropical LEDIV from CFSR, using one background
climatology 1979-2009 (a), using three background climatologies 1979-1998, 1999-2002, 2003-
2009 (b).
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Fig. 4. Mean annual cycle of TEDIV (a), LEDIV (b), DSEDIV (c) and respective mean
annual cycle of standard deviations (d) from ERA-I averaged over the tropical belt (20◦N-
20◦S, 360◦).
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Fig. 5. As in Fig. 4a in the main text, but for single El Niño events 1982/83 (a),1986/87
(b), 1991/92 (c), 1997/98 (d) and 2009/10 (e; no ERA-I data after lag 18); a composite of
all five events is presented in (f). Stippling denotes anomalies with significance >90%.
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